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Equation of motionAbstract In this paper, a modiﬁed harmonic balance method based an analytical technique has
been developed to determine approximate solutions for a strongly nonlinear oscillator with a
discontinuous term which is arising from the motion of rigid rod on the surface without slipping.
Usually, a set of nonlinear algebraic equations is solved in this method. However, analytical
solutions of these algebraic equations are not always possible, especially in the case of a large
oscillation. We have been compared the solution results of this method with the numerical solution
in order to validate the approach and assess the accuracy of the solutions has been demonstrated
and discussed. We found that, a second order modiﬁed harmonic balance method works very well
for the whole range of initial amplitudes. The advantage of the using method is its simple procedure
and gives almost similar results in comparison with the exact solution.
 2014 Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of Ain Shams University.1. Introduction
Numerous physical, mechanical, chemical, biochemical, bio-
logical, and engineering problems are appear mathematically
in the form of differential equations which are linear or nonlin-
ear, autonomous or non-autonomous. Nonlinear oscillations
are important fact in physical science, mechanical structures
and other engineering problems. Practically, all differentialequations involving engineering and physical phenomena are
nonlinear. The methods of solutions of linear differential
equations are comparatively easy and well established. On the
contrary, the techniques of solutions of nonlinear differential
equations are less available and, in general, linear approxima-
tions are frequently used. The method of small oscillations is
a well-known example of the linearization of problems, which
are essentially nonlinear. With the discovery of numerous phe-
nomena of self-excitation of a rigid rod rocking back and forth
on a circular surface without slipping and in many cases of non-
linear mechanical vibrations of special types, the methods of
small oscillations become inadequate for their analytical treat-
ment. There exists an important difference between the
phenomena which oscillate in steady state and the phenomena
governed by the linear differential equations with constant
coefﬁcients, e.g., oscillation of a pendulum with small
896 M.A. Hosenamplitude, in that the amplitude of the ultimate stable oscilla-
tion seems to be entirely independent of initial conditions,
whereas in oscillations governed by the linear differential equa-
tions with constant coefﬁcients, it depends upon the initial
conditions.
In recent year, nonlinear processes are one of the biggest
challenges and not easy to control because the nonlinear char-
acteristic of the system abruptly changes due to some small
changes of valid parameters including time. Thus the issue
becomes more complicated and hence needs ultimate solution.
Therefore, the studies of approximate solutions of nonlinear
differential equations (NDEs) play a crucial role to understand
the internal mechanism of nonlinear phenomena. Advanced
nonlinear techniques are signiﬁcant to solve inherent nonlinear
problems, particularly those involving differential equations,
dynamical systems and related areas. In recent years, both
mathematicians and physicists have made signiﬁcant improve-
ment in ﬁnding a new mathematical tool related to nonlinear
differential equations and dynamical systems whose
understanding will rely not only on analytic techniques but
also on numerical and asymptotic methods. They establish
many effective and powerful methods to handle the NDEs.
The study of given nonlinear problems is of crucial impor-
tance not only in all areas of physics but also in engineering
and other disciplines, since most phenomena in our world
are essentially nonlinear and are described by nonlinear equa-
tions. Moreover, obtaining exact solutions for these problems
has many difﬁculties. It is very difﬁcult to solve nonlinear
problems and in general it is often more difﬁcult to get an ana-
lytic approximation than a numerical one for a given nonlinear
problem. To overcome the shortcomings, many new analytical
methods have purposed nowadays. One of the widely used
techniques is perturbation and asymptotic method [1–3],
whereby the solution is expanded in powers of a small
parameter. However, for the nonlinear conservative systems,
generalizations of some of the standard perturbation tech-
niques overcome this limitation. In particular, generalization
of Lindsted-Poincare method and He’s homotopy perturba-
tion method yield desired results for strongly nonlinear oscilla-
tors [4–8]. Several authors used many other powerful various
analytical methods in the ﬁeld of approximate solutions espe-
cially for oscillators like Max–Min Approach (MMA), Param-
eter Expansion Method (PEM), Variational Iteration Method
(VIM), Amplitude Frequency Formulation (AFF), for solving
nonlinear equations in mechanical systems [9–13]. In these
types of methods, with obtaining the motion frequency and
having the initial conditions the result was achieved.
The harmonic balance method (HBM) [14–28] is another
technique for solving strongly nonlinear systems. Usually, a
set of difﬁcult nonlinear algebraic equations appears when
HBM is formulated. In article [28], such nonlinear algebraic
equations are solved in powers of a small parameter. The higher
order approximations (mainly second approximation) have
been obtained for strongly nonlinear oscillator with a discon-
tinuous term which is arising from the motion of rigid rod on
the surface without slipping. In this study, we have elucidated
of dynamic response of a rigid rod rocking back and forth on
a circular surface without slipping. This problem is formulated
as a nonlinear ordinary differential equation, having linear and
nonlinear terms. Comparison of the obtained solutions with
those obtained using exact solution shows that this method is
effective and convenient for solving these analytical results.2. Problem descriptions
The equation of motion of the rigid rod which rocks on the cir-
cular surface without slipping is
€xþ 12r
2
l2
x2€xþ 12r
2
l2
x _x2 þ 12gr
l2
x cosðxÞ ¼ 0: ð1Þ
where l is the rigid rod’s length, r is radius of circular surface, g
is gravitational acceleration and x is function of angle in each
time.
3. The method
Let us consider a nonlinear differential equation
€xþ x20x ¼ efðx; _x; €xÞ; ½xð0Þ ¼ A0; _xð0Þ ¼ 0; ð2Þ
where fðx; _x; €xÞ is a nonlinear function such that
fðx; _x;€xÞ ¼ fðx; _x; €xÞ, x0 P 0 and e is a constant.
Consider a periodic solution of Eq. (2) is in the form
x ¼ A0ðq cosðxtÞ þ u cosð3xtÞ þ v cosð5xtÞ þ w cosð7xtÞ
þ z cosð9xtÞ . . .Þ; ð3Þ
where A0, q and x
2 are constants. If q= 1  u  v     and
the initial phase ðxtÞ0 ¼ 0, solution Eq. (3) readily satisﬁes
the initial conditions ½xð0Þ ¼ A0; _xð0Þ ¼ 0.
Substituting Eq. (3) into Eq. (2) and expanding fðx; _x; €xÞ in
a Fourier series, it converts to an algebraic identity
A0 q x
2
0x2
 
cosðxtÞþu x209x2
 
cosð3xtÞþ   
¼e½F1ðA0;u; . . .ÞcosðxtÞþF3ðA0;u; . . .Þcosð3xtÞþ  ; ð4Þ
By comparing the coefﬁcients of equal harmonics of Eq.
(4), the following nonlinear algebraic equations are found
q x20  x2
  ¼ eF1; u x20  9x2  ¼ eF3; v x20  25x2  ¼ eF5; . . . ð5Þ
With help of the ﬁrst equation, x is eliminated from all the
rest of Eq. (5). Thus Eq. (5) takes the following form
qx2 ¼ qx20 þ eF1; 8x20uq ¼ eðqF3  9uF1Þ;
24x20vq ¼ eðqF5  25vF1Þ; . . . ð6Þ
Substitution q= 1  u  v    , and simpliﬁcation,
second-, third-equations of Eq. (6) take the following form
u ¼ G1ðx0; e;A0; u; v; . . . ; k0Þ; v ¼ G2ðx0; e;A0; u; v; . . . ; k0Þ; ð7Þ
where G1;G2; . . . exclude respectively the linear terms of
u; v; . . ..
Whatever the values of x0, e and A0 such that u; v; . . . are
expandable in following power series in terms of A0 as
u ¼ U1A0 þU2A20 þ    ; v ¼ V1A0 þ V2A20 þ    ; . . . ð8Þ
where U1;U2; . . . ;V1;V2; . . . are constants.
Finally, substituting the values of u; v; . . . from Eq. (8) into
the ﬁrst equation of Eq. (6), x is determined. This completes
the determination of all related functions for the proposed
periodic solution as given in Eq. (3).
4. Example
4.1. Strongly nonlinear oscillator with discontinuity
We can rewrite Eq. (1) as following form
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Herewith initial condition ½xð0Þ ¼ A0; _xð0Þ ¼ 0; a ¼ 12r2l2 and
b ¼ 12gr
l2
.
Where substitution of approximation
cosðxÞ ¼ 1 x
2
2
þ x
4
24
: ð10Þ
into Eq. (9) yields
€xþ aðx2€xþ x _x2Þ þ b x x
3
2
þ x
5
24
 
¼ 0: ð11Þ
From Eq. (3) the ﬁrst-order approximation solution of Eq.
(11) is
x ¼ A0 cosðxtÞ: ð12Þ
Now substituting Eq. (12) into Eq. (11) and setting the coef-
ﬁcient of cos(xt) the following algebraic equation is obtained
b 3A
2
0b
8
þ 5A
4
0b
192
 x2  A
2
0ax
2
2
¼ 0 ð13Þ
Thus from Eq. (13) the ﬁrst-order approximate angular fre-
quency is
x ¼ b1=2 1 3
16
þ a
4
 
A20 
7
1536
 3a
64
 3a
2
32
 
A40

 7
8192
 7a
6144
þ 9a
2
512
þ 5a
3
128
 
A60 þ   
	
ð14Þ
Therefore the ﬁrst-order approximation solution of Eq. (9)
is Eq. (12), i.e. x ¼ A0 cosðxtÞ where x is given by Eq. (14).
Let us consider a second-order approximation solution
x ¼ A0 cosðxtÞ þ A0uðcosð3xtÞ  cosðxtÞÞ ð15Þ
Substituting Eq. (15) into Eq. (11) and then equating the
coefﬁcients of cosðxtÞ and cosð3xtÞ, the following equations
are
b 3A20b=8þ 5A40=192 x2  aA20x2=2 buþ 3A20bu=4
 25A40bu=384þ x2u 9A20bu2=8þ 5A40bu2=32
 7aA20x2u2=2þ 3A20bu3=4 25A40bu3=96þ 4aA20x2u3
þ 25A40bu4=96 15A40bu5=128 ¼ 0; ð16Þ
 A20b=8þ 5A40b=384 aA20x2=2þ bu 3A20bu=8
þ 5A40bu=384 9x2u 7aA20x2u=2þ 9A20bu2=8
 5A40bu2=48þ 17aA20x2u2=2 A20bu3 þ 25A40bu3=96
 9aA20x2u3  125A40bu4=384þ 65A40bu5=384 ¼ 0: ð17Þ
After simpliﬁcation, Eq. (16) takes the form
x2 ¼ b 3A20b=8þ 5A40b=192 buþ 3A20bu=4 25A40bu=384

9A20bu2=8þ 5A40bu2=32þ 3A20bu3=4 25A40bu3=96
þ25A40bu4=96 15A40bu5=128

= 1þ aA20=2 u

þ7aA20u2=2 4aA20u3

: ð18Þ
By elimination of x2 from Eq. (17) with the help of Eq. (18)
and simpliﬁcation, the following nonlinear algebraic equation
of u is foundA20=8þ aA20=2 5A40=384 aA40=8þ 5aA60=768þ 8u
 25A20u=8þ 5aA20u=2þ 15A40u=64 3aA40u=4þ 5aA60u=96
 8u2 þ 21A20u2=4 12aA20u2  15A40u2=32þ 41aA40u2=8
 35aA60u2=96 8A20u3 þ 14aA20u3 þ 25A40u3=24 12aA40u3
þ 415aA60u3=384þ 23A20u4=4 5aA20u4  225A40u4=128
þ 27aA40u4=2 1625aA60u4=768þ 355A40u5=192
 17aA40u5=2þ 1175aA60u5=384 85A40u6=96þ 11aA40u6=4
 535aA60u6=192þ 185aA60u7=128 145aA60u8=384 ¼ 0
ð19Þ
The higher order terms of u more than second order terms
does negligible effect on the value u. So we may ignore more
than second order terms of u in Eq. (19), it takes the form
A20=8þ aA20=2 5A40=384 aA40=8þ 5aA60=768þ 8u
 25A20u=8þ 5aA20u=2þ 15A40u=64 3aA40u=4
þ 5aA60u=96 8u2 þ 21A20u2=4 12aA20u2
 15A40u2=32þ 41aA40u2=8 35aA60u2=96
¼ 0 ð20Þ
The solution of Eq. (20) in terms of A0 is
u ¼  1
64
þ a
16
 
A20 
13
3072
þ a
512
 3a
2
128
 
A40

 481
393216
þ 7a
32768
 31a
2
8192
þ 9a
3
2048
 
A60 þ   
	
ð21Þ
Now substituting the value of u from Eq. (21) into Eq. (18),
the second-order approximate angular frequency is
x ¼ b1=2 1 3
16
þ a
4
 
A20 
23
3072
 5a
128
 7a
2
64
 
A40

 65
32768
þ 3a
8192
þ 43a
2
2048
þ 33a
3
512
 
A60 þ   
	
ð22Þ
Thus the second-order approximation solution of Eq. (9) is
x ¼ a0 cosðxtÞ þ a0uðcosð3xtÞ  cosðxtÞÞ where u and x are
respectively given by Eqs. (21) and (22).
5. Results and discussions
The ﬁrst and second order approximate solutions and their rel-
atives errors (RE) obtained in this article by applying modiﬁed
harmonic balance technique of the mentioned strongly nonlin-
ear oscillator are the following Tables 1 and 2. We illustrate
the accuracy of modiﬁed harmonic balance method by
comparing with the numerical forth order Runge–Kutta
results and also, analytical error between these quantities for
two numerical cases in each 0.5 Sec. As can be seen in Table 1
and Table 2 the approximate solutions have a good adjustment
with numerical method. Through the mentioned example it has
been shown that the proposed method is simpler than existing
procedures. In adding the second order approximate solution
gives almost similar results with numerical solution. It has
been mentioned that the procedure of Azimi and Azimi [9] is
laborious especially to obtain the higher approximations.
The advantages of this method include its simplicity and com-
putational efﬁciency, and the ability to objectively ﬁnd better
agreement in second order approximate solution.
Table 1 First and second order approximate solutions of Eq. (1) and compared with numerical forth order Runge–Kutta method for
g= 9.8m sec -1, r= 1 m, l= 2 m, a= 3, b= 29.4 and A0 ¼ p18.
t x(1) x(2) xnu xnuxð1Þ
xnu
 100



 


 xnuxð2Þxnu  100



 



0 0.174532 0.174532 0.174532 0.000000 0.000000
0.5 -0.152700 -0.153579 -0.153552 0.554860 0.017583
1 0.092664 0.094332 0.094334 1.770305 0.002120
1.5 -0.009444 -0.009797 -0.009810 3.730886 0.132517
2 -0.076137 -0.077467 -0.077464 1.713053 0.003872
2.5 0.142671 0.143691 0.143652 0.682900 0.027148
3 -0.173510 -0.173533 -0.173529 0.010949 0.002305
x(1) and x(2) respectively denote ﬁrst and second order approximate solutions obtained by modiﬁed harmonic balance method. xnu represents the
numerical forth order Runge–Kutta solution. xnux
ð1Þ
xnu
 100



 


 denotes percentage error.
Table 2 First and second order approximate solutions of Eq. (1) and compared with numerical forth order Runge–Kutta method
Runge–Kutta for g= 9.8m sec -1, r= 1m, l= 2m, a= 3, b= 29.4 and A0 ¼ p6.
t x(1) x(2) xnu xnuxð1Þ
xnu
 100



 


 xnuxð2Þxnu  100



 



0 0.513598 0.513598 0.523598 0.000000 0.000000
0.5 -0.293109 -0.330643 -0.330473 11.306218 0.051441
1 -0.195435 -0.217024 -0.219179 10.833154 0.983214
1.5 0.511917 0.514196 0.512980 0.207220 0.237046
2 -0.377706 -0.417535 -0.414921 8.969177 0.629999
2.5 -0.089039 -0.083496 -0.083982 6.021528 0.578695
3 0.477394 0.484337 0.480654 0.678242 0.766247
x(1) and x(2) respectively denote ﬁrst and second order approximate solutions obtained by modiﬁed harmonic balance method. xnu represents the
numerical forth order Runge–Kutta solution. xnux
ð1Þ
xnu
 100



 


 denotes percentage error.
898 M.A. Hosen6. Conclusion
An analytical technique has been presented based on a modi-
ﬁed harmonic balance method to determine approximate solu-
tions for the strongly nonlinear equation which comes from
the motion of rigid rod on the circular surface without slip-
ping. In comparison with the previously published methods,
determination of solutions is straightforward and simple.
The high accuracy and validity of approximate solutions as-
sured us about the solution and reveal that these methods
can be used for nonlinear oscillators even with higher order
of nonlinearity. To sum up, we can say that the method pre-
sented in this article for solving mentioned nonlinear oscillator
can be considered as powerful, an efﬁcient alternative of the
previously existing methods.
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